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Cement Producer Uses Flexar
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MONITOR NEWS
Check out www.monitor
tech.com/PNews.shtml for
the full story.
>> Hogg Fuel & Supply
Uses Flexar. . .
>> Solution Based
Training delivered in
2–Days(see backside)

INDUSTRY NEWS
>> For the latest in Food
Processing
(www.foodprocessing.com)
>> UniTrak Introduces
Powderflight Conveyors
(http://www.powderandbulk.com/pb
_services/newsletter/may_22_2006.
htm)

TRIVIA
Win a Laser sighted Laser
Tape by STRAIT-LINE,
by E-mailing us at
monitor@monitortech.com
1st Quarter Q: What
English sports car, was
made world famous in the
3rd 007 movie?
BONUS GIFT: If you
know the license plate
number?

Continuous Level Systems to Provide Accurate, Real-time Measurements of Flyash
A cement producer operating a manufacturing plant in Festus, MO. adds flyash to the cement in order to improve
the material characteristics of the
cement produced at this facility. This is
typical in cement production.
Flyash in the cement industry is the
finely divided residue resulting from the
combustion of ground or powdered
coal, which is transported from the firebox through the boiler by flue gases.
Flyash is a by-product of coal-fired
electric generating plants. The flyash
used at this Missouri facility comes
from a nearby power plant and is stored
in silos at the cement plant site. In
order to ensure efficient production of
the plant, the cement producer needs
to know exactly how much flyash they
have at any given time.
The cement producer recently added
another silo for their flyash storage,
increasing the total to two silos. The
new silo is about 60ft. (18.3m) high and
21ft. (6.4m) in diameter. The amount of
flyash available can impact their production capacity significantly. Recent
demand necessitated the additional silo
and the cement producer needed a way
to accurately measure the amount of
material. The other silo has an aging
sonar unit and the producer was keen
on moving away from this technology to
something that would be accurate and
more reliable, even during filling when
heavy dust exists within the silo.
Quenton Schott of Missouri Filter has
been
representing
Monitor
Technologies LLC for many years and
has been selling products to this
Missouri facility for quite some time so

it wasn’t a surprise when Quenton got
the opportunity to meet their needs on
the flyash silo. Flyash is a powder and
the internal silo atmosphere during filling
is extremely dusty, but Schott knew he
had a solution for his customer. After
quickly
consulting
with
Monitor
Technologies, the Flexar ™ guided wave
radar continuous level sensor was recommended and quoted.
Installation and start-up was quick and
easy. Monitor’s technical support manager, Greg DeRudder, made a courtesy
call at the plant a couple of weeks after
installation and everything had been
done perfectly. Even though flyash has a
low dielectric constant Flexar’s
Flexar direct
measuring mode was extremely successful in providing real-time continuous
updates of the material level during filling
and drawdown. In fact, the cement producer claims the Flexar unit is “excellent” and they couldn’t be happier. In
fact, the sonar unit in the old silo have
since been replaced by Flexar as well.t

Tech Tip :

Solutioned Based Training
Delivered in 2–Days!

No matter what business you
are in and no matter what
product or service you sell,
training is a component of
human resources management
that no company should overlook. Those that do overlook
and under-invest in training
will usually suffer with sluggish
profits and the absence of
growth opportunities.
As an ISO 9001:2000 certified
company, we at Monitor
Technologies LLC believe that
training is a vital element to
employee
AND
customer
development. It is a component of Monitor’s SecureCareSM
customer service for Monitor
employees and field sales representatives, and for our customers.

Founded in 2002,
MassFlow Solutions Inc.
specializes in all areas of
dry bulk material handling,
including feeding, conveying, dust collection,
screening, milling, and
blending, as well as components such as rotary
valves.
MassFlow Solutions, Inc.
consists of Jim Rutter,
Doug Patridge, and
Michelle Murphy of the
newly formed MassFlow
Components. t
develop the most competent sales and support personnel and assist our customers in developing their
people as well.
Standard and customized
training experiences are
offered periodically or ondemand. Monitor combines
nearly 5 decades of product
application experience with
state-of-the-art presentation
and training tools, such as
animated self-running training tutorials, multi-media

interactive guides and solid
hands-on techniques
to
continuously improve the
training experience we provide as we continue our pursuit of “Setting The Standard
For Supplier Excellence”.
If you wish to arrange a
technical and application
training program, please
contact
the
Monitor
Technologies factory or our
local area representative.
t

Las Vegas, NV
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Atlanta, GA
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Our training programs and
materials are designed to
increase the technical and
application knowledge of our
sales engineering staff, sales
representative and distributor/reseller personnel, and our
customer’s staff that deal with
level and solids flow instrumentation. It’s another reason
our customers find it so easy
to do business with us. We

WELCOME!!!
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Butch Sloat
Assembler
SMU
June 30, 1987

Interview 03/2006
Q: Where are you from originally?
A: Born in Fon Du Lac, WI. I’ve lived in the Elburn area since 1950.
Q: What is your favorite food?
A: Anything from pot roast to pizza and everything in between!
Q: What customer item reminds you most of Monitor?
A: Instant Coffee....Paddle unit and the SMU
Q: What is the best aspect of working at Monitor?
A: The variety of jobs and my coworkers.
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